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Abstract: 

Person of Interest is an American science fiction television serie that recreates the permanent 

surveillance of citizens' daily life and attributes the obtaining of private  information to a super 

artificiall intelligency; however, a scientific analysis revels that actually the television serie is 

recreating surveillance with cerebral internet of citizens with secret implantation of invasive 

neurotechnology such as brain nanobots. Actually, the television series seeks manufacture the

consent to the use of the cerebral internet under the argument of security.There are many evidences 

that suggest that its actual script is being based on illicital human experimentation with cerebral 

internet in the world, mainly in United States and Latin America.It is very likely that there are many 

real "Person of interest", beautiful women, millionaries, eminent scientists, prosecutors, judges among 

others.They are permanently monitored, not for their safety, but for the illicit enrichment of a mafia 

of prosecutors, policemen, and journalists. The world society shall know, be alert and report the 

crimes committed by this Hollywood‘s mafia that aims to become a great organized crime network in 

the world. 
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Introduction: 

Person of Interest is an American science fiction television serie about a computer engineer who has 

built for the government a super artificial intelligence that is able to monitor and collect millions of 

data of anonymous citizens and predict which of them would be involved in terrorist acts. Harold 

Finch, who is  creator of the super computer, recruit different persons to form a surveillance team in 

New York's.This team is conformed by Harold Finch,an computer ingeneer, Jhon Reese, a Special

Forces veteran and former CIA agent, Joss Carter, a police woman of New York's,a prosecutor Lionel

Fusco, Samantha "Root" Groves, a highly intelligent computer hacker and Sameen Shaw, a former hired 

assesinan.(Fig 1) 
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Fig 1: Person of interest: The promotion 

Source: Person of interest. 

The Tv serie was created for CBS by Jonathan Nolan, has 103 episodes
(1) 

and was aired over five seasons

from 2011 to  2016. Critics consider that Personof Interest became Essential Science Fiction 

Television
(2)

. 

Person of Interest‘s slogan synthesizes the plot of the television series: 

―You are being watched. The government has a secret system: a machine that spies on you every hour 

of every day. .. I designed the machine to detect acts of terror, but it sees everything. Violent crimes 

involving ordinary people; people like you. Crimes the government considered 'irrelevant'. They 

wouldn't act, so I decided I would. But I needed a partner, someone with the skills to intervene. 

Hunted by the authorities, we work in secret. You'll never find us, but victim or perpetrator, if your 

number's up... we'll find you‖. 

Contents: 

The star of the ―Person of Interest‖tv serie is ―The Machine‖
(3,4)

, Nolan sayed: 

The show has always been about AI 
(4)

The machine is an  all-seeing artificially intelligent system, created at the request of the U.S. 

government, to sift through the data collected by NSA mass surveillance. Ittracks the movements and 

communications of every person in America through the cell phone networks, GPS satellites and 

surveillance cameras we interact with every day. Itreads every e-mail, listens to every phone call, and 

watches every CCTV camera. 

(Fig 2) 

Fig 2: “The Machine”: The super artificial intelligence that make mass surveillance

Source: Person of Interest 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CBS
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jonathan_Nolan
https://io9.gizmodo.com/how-person-of-interest-became-essential-science-fiction-1782518427
https://io9.gizmodo.com/how-person-of-interest-became-essential-science-fiction-1782518427
https://io9.gizmodo.com/how-person-of-interest-became-essential-science-fiction-1782518427
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_intelligence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass_surveillance
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It is able to accurately predict premeditated lethal crime by analysing the data from all surveillance 

cameras and electronic communications worldwide which are fed to it by arrangement with the NSA. It 

divides those crimes based on whether they are relevant to national security; those relevant cases are 

handled by the U.S. government, while the non-relevant cases in New York City are the focus of the 
show.  

Person of Interest‘s reviewers have analyzed the series focusing that it is based on the work of a super 

artificial intelligence however,a scientific analysis revels that the tv serie only can be explained with 

surveillance with cerebral internet and secret implantation of invasive neurotechnology in New York 
citizens. Actually,  

The “Machine” is a recreation of the cerebral internet. 

Cerebral internet is a means of communication developed in a person who has in his brain, implants, 

nanobots or microchips with which a tele transmission of his/her daily life would be performed. This 

is sent via wi-fi to cell phones, computers and televisions and even to other brains; thus, a tele 
visualization of the victim's daily life would be done with cerebral internet. In short, any person would 

see another person's entire life, minute by minute, through a cell phone or computer
(5)

.
 

Scientific researches about cerebral internet only has been reported in experiments with animals, such 

as monkeys and rats. However scientists like Michio Kaku claim that prototypes already exist and that 

he has seen them in the laboratory but the most serious fact is that recent investigations warn of 

forced and secret human experimentation with brain nanobots and microchips in the world, mainly in 

Latin American universities
(5,6)

. 

Actually, the secret of the ―Person of interest‖is that it recreates a city with citizens who secretly have 

brain nanobots or microchips, they are spied on without their consent with cerebral internet.( Fig 3) 

Fig 3: The secret of “Person of interest”:The Cerebral Internet

The large amount of information obtained by ―The Machine‖ is a mystery (Left) The big 

information obtained about citizens only can be explained with surveillance of citizens who have 

secretly installed brain nanobots. Cerebral Internet is the real method of mass surveillance in 

Person of interest (Right) 

Source: 

Left (Person of Interest.Season 1.Chapter 11: ―Super‖).Right (Copyright author ). 

Harold Fynch‘sdepartment is just a recreation of the video editing rooms of intelligence centers like 

the CIA that illegally accumulates citizen data with the brain internet. Throughout the serie, cerebral 

intenet is not mentioned neither to the extras of the serie nor in the interviews. 

Person of interest is cataloged by analysts as a science fiction Tv serie. 

―I‘m unabashed about the fact that it‘s a science-fiction show‖.
(7)

 

Science Fiction is distinguished by the narrative dominance of a novum.
(8) 

Novum is the hypothetical 

new object or scientific discovery on which the story is based, it could exist through science and not 

only through magic.
(9)

 

 The real Novum of ―Person of interest‖ is  cerebral internet. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homicide
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_government_of_the_United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_City
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―Person of interest‖ has been designed carefully with a purpose: the promotion of this novum, 

the cerebral internet.The press knows  this secret goal of the TV serie, the promotion of 

cerebral internet. An article of press says: 

―Since the beginning, this show that‘s ostensibly been about artificial intelligence 

is really about human connection‖
(10)

. 

There are several evidences in the serie that reveal that it recreates cerebral internet, among them: 

a) The soliloquies of the characters of the Tvserie

A person with cerebral internet can be recognized for speaking alone, without having the appearance 

of being psychotic or having mobile hearing aids. Several characters of the surveillance team, perform 

soliloquies at certain times, probably the main character that makes these soliloquies is the hacker 

Ruth, who explicitly represents a person who communicates with cerebral internet, since it carries a 

brain-machine interface. 

She says: 

"I have a direct line to a higher power. It speaks to me."
(11)

. 

b) The kind of the information obtained is only explained with  cerebral internet. 

Ruth surprise to the psychiatrist in her medical appointment with him. She knows all the private 

information of the psychiatrist so she tells him the average number of cigarettes that he smokes
(11)

.

The only explanation for this scene is that an intelligence center such as CIA sends the psychiatrist‘s 

private information to Ruth‘s brain-computer interface. 

c) The properties attributed to "the machine" are explained only with the cerebral internet

The promotion of this serie says: 

"A machine that spies on you every day at all hours" 

Although the explication about ―The machine‖ says that is capable of joining everything, address 

email, profiles in social networks to access different services on the network, and allows Finch locate 

virtually any human in the world. Actually, all these actions only can be explained with  cerebral 

internet.  

The secret of this tv serie is not only that its recreates citizens who are spied on with the cerebral 

internet, there are many evidences that indicate that the real script of this tv serie is based on secrets 

illicit and forced human experiments with cerebral internet in the world, mainly in Latin America and 

United States.There are many reasons that support this fact: 

a) The Discovery of  Hollywood‘s  nanomafias

Recent researches reveal evidences that the technological transnational companies, in illicit 

association with US army and the corrupt governments, have created an organization that is 

developing in the world a a secret, forced and illicit neuro scientific human experimentation with 

invasive neurotechnology which can have even led scientists to win Medicine Nobel Prizes 
(12,13)

.The US 

army has strong relations with Hollywood
(14)

, this is the reason that explain  the existence of a mafia of 

Hollywood that produce films and tv series based on illicital human experimentation of US army.
(15-

17)

Many science fiction writers are considered as "visionaries" or "prophets"  however the real script of 

many science fiction films used by Hollywood producers is based on secret experiments realized with 

nanotechnology by US army, CIA and American Universities at the cost of the health and the honor of 

thousands of citizens in the world. This is the reason of the security with which Hollywood‘s stars and 

productors affirm: 

 ―Today's science fiction will be the real science of tomorrow.‖ 

Confirming this rule, The productor of Person of Interest, also sayed: 

―we were very much hoping that all of the ideas in the show, 

which started as science fiction, would become science fact‖
(18)

. 

Actually, recent researches alert that : 
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 ―The science fiction of today are illegal and forced experiments 

that are currently being carried out in the world "
(16)

.  

b)The discovery of mafia of cerebral internet  in United States.

There are many evidences that indicate the existence of a network of organized crime to develop the 

cerebral internet in the world. In EEUU; the mafia of cerebral internet is organized by own White 

House, being its main operator the fomer US president Barack Obama, the strong suspect is based in 

three facts: 

-Recent researchs warns that the scientific mega projects of the human brain organized and presented 

by Barack Obama such as BRAIN project and Human Connectome are developing with illicit human 

experiments with brain nanobots by nanomafias
(19)

.  

-The relation of Barack Obama with Foundations. Foundations are considered human farms 

of nanotechnology. In 2014, Barack Obama founded ―The Obama Foundation‖in Chicago"
(16)

. 

Own declarations of Former US President Barack Obama.Obama in a recent public meeting  sayed 

expressions that suggest que American cities such as Chicago are gigantic human laboratory to 

develop cerebral internet and hive mind
(16)

.  

c) Many evidences indicate that Newyork is a city spied on with cerebral internet

Although Person of of Interest is promoted as science fiction, it would be really recreating the reality 

of New York's. New Yorkers  would be real "Persons of interest‖, they could be being  secretly and

permanently monitored with the cerebral internet by the mafias of the American government.This 

suspect is based in two facts: 

-The discovery of mafia of cerebral internet in EEUU that is organized by former President Barack 

Obama and Dave Eggers
(16)

.  

-The campaign of  New York as Smart city.

Smart city  is an urban area that uses different types of electronic data collection sensors to supply 

information which is used to manage assets and resources efficiently. The city of New York has been 
announced as the Best Smart City of 2016 as part of the World Smart City Awards

(20)

.The development 

of Smart cities has a main component: The creation of  Smart Citizen
(21,22)

,  the Citizen with brain 

microchips. In fact, the Smart City campaign is another intellectual camouflage to develop the societies 

of citizens spied on with the cerebral Internet. (Fig 4 y 5)Promotion of Smart Citizen is associated to 

iconography of robotization, this fact reinforces this suspect: Smart Citizen will be spied on with 

cerebral internet and subjected to a process of human robotization.
(23)

 

Fig 4: The Big Fraud:Smart city and Smart Citizen

- Toward  cities spied on with cerebral internet- 

Promotion of Smart city in San Borja (Lima, Peru) (Left)Smart city is a city with smart citizens, this 

message is the title of many books (Center) Promotion of smart cities is associated with subliminal 

publicity of cerebral internet ( Right). 

Source: Left (Copyright author) Center (amazon books) Right (Medium Corporation) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Urban_area
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_collection
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Fig 5: NewYork: A city spied on with the cerebral internet

-The secret script of ―Person of interest‖- 

Recent research warns the development of a mafia of the cerebral internet in the United States, 

organized by former US President Barack Obama(Left). New York is considered  smart city (Center), 

Smart city is prepromotion for  citizens with brain nanobots. All these facts point that New York is a

city spied on with cerebral internet. New York citizens  are“Persons of  interest”in the real life.

Source: Left ( Ref 16 )  Center (Digalix.com )Right (Copyright author) 

Discussion: 

Person of interest is an evident promotion of cerebral internet, and there are may evidences that 

actually recreate development of cerebral internet  in New York. Newyorkers are―Person of interest‖ in
the real life. 

Cerebral internet is promoted by the press as a benefit or natural evolution of internet
(24) 

however, it is 

a permanent violation of privacy, of communications secret, and is considered the most powerful 

extortion weapon owned by the common crime and the state terrorism.  

The media is the main source of the messages and images that reach people
(25)

, therefore is the main 

tool for manufacture consent towards cerebral internet.This is the reason because ―Person of interest‖ 

is one key piece of a gigantic program of the White House to manufacture the voluntary assent of the 

society  towards cerebral internet. 

The objective of the serie seeks to convince the spectator to accept cerebral internet and coexist with 

the daily espionage by an elite of millionaires who have access to the private life of everyone, but that 

does not lose its privacy; in other words, the tv serie seeks to convince the spectator to give their 

private life to the oligarchy that governs the world under the safety swindle, oligarchy to which 

evidently belongs the Hollywood magnates. Thus, American government and transnational companies 

will have legal access to people's private lives without legal claim. 

The knowledge is power, for this reason cerebral internet gives an immense power to those who 

control this network, the power of the information of the cerebral internet is recreated in a dialogue 

of the first chapter of the serie: 

―I know exactly everything about you,Mr. Reese. I know you've spent the last two months trying to 

drink yourself to death.  You see --knowledge is not my problema‖.  

―You need to understand, Mr. Reese.The information I have is incomplete – 

but it's never wrong‖
(26)

. 

The great amount of information obtained with cerebral internet gives immense power of extortion to 

transnationals of technology such as Google. Recent Google‘s expressions only can be explained with 

secret experimentation with cerebral internet.  

Eric Schmidt, Executive Chairman  Google (2001-2015) said this threatening phrases.
(27)

: 

―We know where you are. We know where you‘ve been. 

We can more or less know what you‘re thinking about‖
(28,29)

. 

―If you have something that you don't want anyone to know, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chairman
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google
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maybe you shouldn't be doing it in the first place.‖ 
(30)

. 

The real message of all these expressions ofGoogle  is: 

"You should not do anything that opposes the mafia of government and transnationals  because we are 

looking all your lifewith the cerebral internet, 

if you oppose our government mafia, all your private life will be exposed" 

The world plutocracy is very interested that citizens accept voluntarily using the cerebral internet. 

Popular culture plays a key role in the transmission of ideas, this is the reason why TV series like 

Person of interest are designed carefully to promote cerebral internet, its intellectual camouflages and 

cliches related to it, among them: 

a) Manufacture the consent for the mass surveillance under the argument of national security.

The pretext of the creation of ―The Machine‖  (a recreation of cerebral internet) is security, the 

program explicitly states that the machine was developed in response to 9/11. Since September 11, 

the priority is to try to identify and expose the terrorists before it is too late. Popular culture has been 

the key element in the promotion of the culture of fear, there is a millionaire production with the aim 

of promoting the culture of fear.
(31,32)

. Person of interest reinforces post-9/11 culture of fear and the 

culture of surveillance.
(33-35)

 It was premiered on Sept. 22, 2011, a decade after the terrorist attacks of 

Sept. 11, 2001. The title of the serie in spanish is ―Vigilados‖ (―Monitored‖)

The messages of the series are clear: 

―Mass surveillance is the medicine against terrorism‖, ―your safety is the objective, the sacrifice is 

your private life‖, ―The end justifies the means‖.  

The title of the serie has this objective justify the permanent surveillance of chose ―person of 

interest‖ under the pretext of security. According to the Cambridge dictionary: 

―Person of interest is a person who the police think 

might have been involved in a crime, but who has not been arrested‖.
(36)

 

In the real life, "Person of interest", is a  chosen citizen by the mafias of the cerebral internet because 

can benefit to the government mafias, thus a Person of interest can be  a Miss universe, a millionaire, 

a lawyer, a eminent scientist, or an enemy to the interests of the government mafias such as honest 

judges.(Fig6) 

Fig 6: Cerebral internet’s main goal: The sex life of young women, nor her security

The serie promotes the message ―mass surveillance is for safety of citizens‖(Left) In the reality, the 

main objective of mass surveillance with cerebral internet is obtain sex life of beautiful women, a 

millionaire secret business of TV press in the world. 

Source: Left  (Person of interest.The promotion) Right (Copyright author) 

b)”Person of Interest” promotes digital fascism 

Digital fascism is a government that will control citizens with invasive neurotechnology such as brain 

nanobots.Although scientists of the big transnational promote brain nanobots as innocuous and as a 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/person
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/police
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/think
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/involved
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/crime
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/arrest
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benefit for the society
(37-38)

, they only inform that brain nanobots give connectivity, but does not 

inform that ―connection will make us vulnerable‖
(39)

. Actually, nanobots can be a weapon against the 

citizen. Brain nanobots would make us lose our mind control, the citizens would be controlled by 

others and thus they would lose their autonomy;  turning us into human robots, they would lose their 

privacy due to being permanently spied on with the cerebral internet, they would lose their identity 

since their memory can be deleted with brain nanobots. Thus, if the citizens are spied, controlled 

mentally and do not have identity, they would become human slaves at the service of the 

transnational companies and economic powers
(40)

. 

In digital fascism there will be two social classes: 

An elite of millionaires, who will not use nanobots and brain microchips, they will have access to 

video centers to spy, control and enslave the rest of society. The rest of society, digital slaves,  will

use invasive neurotechnolgy and the cerebral internet, devices that will be mandatory to work in their 

companies
(40)

. 

―Person of interest‖ subliminally promotes the cerebral internet because this is the main tool of digital 

fascism, its permite development of the different components of fascism such as mind control, 

erasing of memories, surveillance, torture or destruction of sexuality. ―Person of interest‖ also directly 

promotes several components of digital fascism, such as loss of privacy ( permanent surveillance to 

citizens), homosexuality, (the main female characters of the serie are lesbians) mind control ( the serie 

recreates an avatar boy ). Analysts express: 

―Person of interest shows us what techno-fascism really looks like‖
(41)

It is necessary to highlight that Nolan also produces Westworld, it is another series that promotes the 

same messages of ―Person of interest‖, the permanent surveillance, mind control, homosexuality and 

super artificial intelligence.
(42-45)

. Both series also promote and recreate the uses of the cerebral 

internet, ―Person of interest‖ recreates the espionage with the cerebral internet, West world recreates 

the mind control with cerebral internet.The promotion of Westworld is that this serie recreates 

humanoid robots 

(robots like humans), however the real state of artificial intelligence does not explain the humanoid 

robots of Westworld.Actually,Westworld recreates human robots (robotization of human beings).The 

relationship between ―Person of Interest‖ and Westworldis clear, in short: 

Digital citizens recreated in Person of interest, 

they will be  the human robots of Westworld in the future 

The production of both series with digital fascist message corroborates that Jhonatan Nolan is 

the main key piece of campaign of  American goverment for the promotion of digital fascism.( Fig. 7) 

Fig 7:  Digital Fascism’s  promotion : From Person of interest to West world 

     -The Jhonatan Nolan‘s job – 

Person of interest recreates smart citizens, citizens with brain chips (Left) brain chips are the main 

tool of human robotization, Actually, Westworld recreate human robots, no humanoid robots. 

Westworld s human robots  are the future of Person of interest‘s smart citizens. 
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Source:  Left (Graphic recreation based in Person of interest s promotion) 

Right ( Westworld. Season 1- Chapter 7 Trompe-l'œil ) 

c) “Person of Interest”  promotes friendly fascism

Society has voluntarily given part of their private lives in emails,facebooks, and telephone calls to 

the transnationals, former Google CEO sayed: 

 ―With your permission you give us more information about you, about your friends‖
(28)

Nowadays, with the advance of invasive neurotechnology such as brain microchips and cerebral 

internet,  it is possible that the transnationals of technology such as Google or Facebook can get  all 

the information of a citizen's life such as  routine life,  memories, dreams,  sexual life, among 

others.As well as the transnationals have achieved to convince citizens to give part of their private 

life, nowadays, the transnationals want to convince citizens to give all the information of their lives 

that can be obtained with the cerebral internet.It is necessary to remember that knowledge is power,

this large amount of private information gives immense power totransnationals of technology,

this transnationals secretly co-govern the world together with the elected governments. The 

transnationals have chosen a method to achieve this megaobjective: 

Friendly fascism. 

Analysts express in books: 

―Most of us imagine total itarianism as something imposed upon us– 

but what if we‘re complicit in our own oppression?‖
 (46)

 

Classical fascism has been associated with violence, for example Hitler‘s fascism or Mussolini‘s 

fascism.The new American fascism would be a type of corporatism without the violence associated 

with the older fascist policies
(47)

.  

In Classic fascism the main method is the violence; 

in friendly fascism the method is swindle, the misleading advertising 

The specialists in marketing are who develop the ideas of American establishment in publicity and 

different intellectual camouflagges with the purpose of deceive society to accept digital fascism and 

its different components such as the permanent espionage of the private life, mind control, erasing of 

memory and homosexuality.So the mafia of neuromarketing in Hollywood develops the following 

strategies : 

― You must accept losing your privacy for your safety‖ 

( the objective : convince the citizen to accept surveillance of private life) 

―It is very important that you must control your emotions‖ 

( the objective : convince the citizen to accept mind control) 

― you must erase your bad memories‖ 

(the objective : convince the citizen to accept erasing of memories) 

―you must use brain nanobots to become a cyborg or God‖ 

( the objective : convince the citizen to accept use of brain nanobots) 

In short, the main objective of friendly fascism is: 

Citizens live happy being digital slave, 

illicitly enriching an elite of millionaires that govern the world 

Analysts express: 

―We are heading towards the world of The Circle or Person of interest 

without putting up much of a fight‖
(48)

. 

d)Mass surveillance is administered by Superheros 
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Nolan seeks to introduce into the unconscious of the viewer the message that mass surveillance is 

developed by protectors of the citizen, mass surveillance is developed by Superheros. Analysts 

consider that Jhonatan Nolan, who wrote the script for recent films about Batman, recreates the 

characters of  Batman in ―Person of Interest‖, thus, the billionaire Bruce Wayne is recreated by Harold 

Fynch, who lives in underground places, recreating the batcave, Reese recreates the superhero 

Batman, and the prosecutor Fisco recreates  the prosecutor Gordon.
(49)

The machine spies and obtains 

the data for this team of "superheros" that performs the work of crime prevention. Analysts also 

consider that Person of Interest‘s surveillance team recreates a team of "modern superheroes", 

humans from intelligence services (Reese y Shaw),human personal belonging to law enforcement 

(Carter and Fusco), semi humans (Root withbrain machine interface), and technological forms (The 

Machine).
(49)

 

It is clear that the careful choice of actors seeks to reinforce the image of watchmen as guardian 

angels. Harold Finch, the person who organizes the surveillance, is an invalid, in order to give the 

subliminal message that the watchmen will not harm citizens.Themain actor, Jim Caviezel, played 

Christ, and in several chapters of  ―Person of interest‖he assumes the role of "Guardian Angel" who 

advises people to avoid committing crimes,
(50) 

subliminally repeats the role of Christ, thus Caviezel

goes from Christ to Angel of safety. However, the message of the Tv serie:―Massive surveillance is 

managed by supervigilants‖,  contrasts with reality, recent research reveals that massive surveillance 

with cerebral  internet is developed by journalistic mafias that obtain the sexual life of university 

women to commercialize but the most serious fact is that mass surveillance is handled by mafias of 

policemen, prosecutors and judges, they use cerebral internet as a weapon of extortion.
(5,12)

 

e)Mass surveillance is carried out bysuper artificial intelligence 

American stablisment seeks to create in the unconscious of citizens the idea that the mass 

surveillance system is made by supercomputers and highly developed software. US government wants 

to use the image of computers so that citizens accept mass surveillance, computers are considered 

honest, accurate and impartial. ―Surveillance by default‖ is another cliche of the US government that 

reinforces the message that mass surveillance will be carried out by supercomputers and that the 

objective of surveillance are terrorists, but by default, the rest of the citizens also can be monitored (

51,52)

. 

The secret goal of this message "supercomputers perform mass surveillance of citizens" is that 

citizens believe that the future management of private information obtained with  cerebral internet, 

(private life, sexual life, thoughts, dreams, memories), will be in charge of supercomputers, they will 

store this audovisual material and avoid leaks. 

A similar message is expressed in The Circle, where by ―mistake of the system‖, the sexual life of the 

parents of the main star is spread in social networks 
(16)

. 

The secret message is: 

"The supercomputers are the only ones that will have access 

to our sexual life,nobody will see our privacy", 

Nolan sayed about  the serie: 

―If the legacy of the Second World War was the atomic age, 

then what might emerge from the war on terror would be artificial intelligence.‖?‖
(53) 

What if humanity created an artificial intelligence capable of preventing crime?‖
(10) 

―what would happen if, behind all data being collected and sorted by our government — all of the e-

mails, texts, phone chatter and search engine trails — there were a benevolent artificial intelligence 

that is in its clumsy way, is looking out for the average person‖
(18)

. 

―We took the position that in this headlong, post-9/11 rush to prevent terrible things from happening, 

the only true solution would be to develop artificial intelligence.  you would need a machine at least 

as smart as a human being‖.
(34) 

The message of ―Person of interest‖ :―Massive surveillance is done by supercomputers and 

supersoftwares‖ is surprisingly repeated by the most promoted defender of privacy, Edward Snowden. 
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In 2012, in the chapter ―No Good Deed,‖, the chosen ―person of interest‖ was Henry Pecker, a N.S.A. 33 

year-old analyst who discovers that his agency is conducting a mass surveillance by a super artificial 

intelligence.
(53-55)

 Surprisingly, a year later, by a suspicious coincidence, Edward Joseph Snowden, a 

former Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) employee, revels the existence of a mass surveillance of NSA 

in the world based on super software such as PRISM.
(56)

 Thus, suspiciously a year in advance,  the 

television series predicted the Snowden case. Henry Pecker even had physical characteristics similar 

to Snowden. It is necessary to highlight that Snowden is promoted by the world press as the agent 

more informed about mass surveillance of the CIA, however he only has reported  massive 

surveillance systems done by  computers and supersoftware such as PRISM, incredibly despite the fact 

that he continually gives interviews about the state of mass surveillance
(57)

, he has not reported 

massive surveillance with cerebral internet, despite that there are many researches that already alert 

illicital development of cerebral internet in Latin America
(5)

. ( Fig. 8) 

Fig 8: Person of Interest:The pre-promotion of Snowden,

the false prophet of cerebral internet 

In the TV serie, Henry Pecker, a NSA‘s worker, revels massive surveillance with supercomputers and 

software (Left) Surprisingly, a year later, Edward Snowden, a NSA‘s worker repeats the same message, 
mass surveillance is secretly developed with supercomputers and supersoftware.(Center) Snowden is 

promoted as hero (Right) however Snowden hides the cerebral internet, the most powerful weapon of 

mass surveillance of US government. 

Source: Left ( Ref 54)  Center (The Washington Post) Right (thelibertarianrepublic) 

It is evident that Snowden knows cerebral internet, but he hides it, he hides the main weapon of CIA 

for massive surveillance. Actually, Snowden‘s repetition of US government  cliche, ―Mass surveillance 

is done by computers‖and the concealment of the cerebral internetare evidences that indicate: 

Snowden continue being an agent of the CIA, a main CIA’s agent. 

The message of  ―Person of Interest‖ and Edward  Snowden: ―The main mass surveillance is developed 

by supercomputers,‖ seeks to hide the reality. Recent research warns that the main mass surveillance 

is carried out by a mafia that develops the cerebral internet, main massive surveillance with cerebral 

internet is not developed by an super artificial intelligence. The private information obtained with the 

personalized surveillance of the cerebral internet  illicitly enriches a corrupt circle of journalists, 

prosecutors, judges, police and politicians.
(5,12,16)

They spy, torture, extort and damage the health of 

citizens who secretly and without their consent have invasive neurotechnology such as brain 

nanobots 

f)The Mass Surveillance system is our new God 

In ―Person of Interest‖,  Ruth recreates a digital slave that communicates with the cerebral internet, 

she accepts cerebral internet as a God. The serieseeks to provide the message that mass surveillance 

is performed by a super intelligent machine (really a re-creation of the cerebral internet), which is 

shown as a God, an omnipresent entity that the citizens have to serve, similar to Skynet in the 

Terminator saga, J.A.R.V.I.S and supervillain Ultron from The Avengers, or Hal 9000 from 2001: A 

Space Odyssey. In Person of interest―The machine‖is described as God: 

  ―The machine is everywhere, watching us with 10,000 eyes‖ 
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For Catholics, God sees everything, and guides his actions,cerebral internet performs an action that 

can simulate God. Cerebral internet accompanies and watches all our daily activity, it simulates the 

voice of the unconscious, and for this reason cerebral internet has been used as a weapon of war, 

taking advantage of the faith. Cerebral internet was successfully used by US army in the Gulf War, it 

was named as ―the voice of God‖.
(16) 

This is the reason why  the press subliminally promotes the 

cerebral internet as God, in editorial cartoons and newspaper articles.The main subliminal promotion 

about cerebral internet as God, is related to Google
(58,59)

.The reason of this promotion is a secret of the 

world press: Google is secretly developing the cerebral internet with Google brain chip in the world.

(Fig9).  

Fig 9: The secret of Ruth :The cerebral internet

Surprisingly, the ―crazy patient‖ knows all the private life of psychiatrist. This scene only can be 

explained for a Intelligence center that sends the private information of psychiatrist by wi-fi to Ruth‘s 

brain-machine interface  

Source: Copyright author. Recreation based on  Person of Interest. Season 3.Chapter 1: Liberty. 

In short: 

The new God that promotes ―Person of interest‖ and transnational‘s press 

it's the CIA and cerebral internet mafia . 

g)Opponents to the mass surveillance system are criminals 

―Person of interest‖ repeats the cliche of American Stablisment―nothing to hide‖. A chapter of 

the serie has this title‖.
(60) 

The message is: 

A honest person say: "I've got nothing to hide" and therefore does not express opposition 

to government surveillance. 

In a chapter of the serie the wife of a senator says: 

―Those who care most about privacy are always those who have to hide‖
(61)

 

In short, the dishonest are the people who do not want to lose privacy,if you claim about surveillance 

is because you are a criminal.Those who try to resist living their lives publicly and being constantly 

surrounded by social media are now suspects.It is a false dichotomy of choice: either we accept total 

surveillance or we are criminals worthy of suspicion.Nowadays, Hollywood produces a whole series of 

films and television series where the defense of privacy is presented as a crime such as recent films, 

The Circle and Annon.
(62) 

In the serie Person of interest, the defense of the human right of privacy is even presented as an act of 

terrorism, this serie shows ―Vigilance‖ , it is a terrorist group that kidnaps the main representatives of 

the American establishment to make a clandestine trial for the mass surveillance of citizens.( Fig10) 
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Fig 10: The“Popular Trial” to United States Government by mass surveillance

Vigilance, a terrorist group that defends privacy, kidnaps government representatives to carry out a 

clandestine trial. Actually, US Government should be legally prosecuted by mass surveillance by 

internet cerebral in the world. 

Source :  Person of Interest. Season 3.Chapter 23: ―A House Divided‖ 

Actually, ―Nothing hide‖ is other fraudulent message of plutocracy that governs the world. These 

many elements of human behaviour best served by secrecy  including things like religión, sex, 

politic.―Nothing to hide‖ doctrine is nothing more than a form of social intimidation to expose that do 

not conform.
(63)

 

h)Person of Interest promotesprecrimen, 

The message of Precrime is:  ―crimes can be detected before they are committed‖ 

The concept is popular due to the film The Minority Report, in which the policy uses humans (Precogs) 

who give information to the police and about future crimes. The promotion of the press about 

precrimealso says: 

   ―Data, not psychic energy, drives today's pre-crime technology‖.
(64) 

In ―Person of Interest‖, the detection of precrimen relies in the information about future crimes that is 

obtained by a supercomputer. The Machine can predict when ordinary people are planning violent 

crimes.  

Precrime is promoted in science fiction but also in criminology journals
(65,66)

,  it is already being 

implemented precrime systems in US commissaries, but the promotion of this US precrime systems  is 

associated with promotion related to invasive neurotechnology
(67)

,which reveals a clear intention to 

legalize the use of the cerebral internet as a pre-crime tool in the reality. The reading of the mind with 

the cerebral internet allows to knows which citizen could commit a crime. Prodelictive thoughts 

"thought-crimes" can  be used as an excuse to justify the use of the cerebral internet in citizens. Under 

the precrime figure, government mafia could turn innocent citizens into criminals, the pre-crime 

would become ―the crime of the honest citizen‖, in that way any honest opponent could be punished 

only with his thoughts in a fascist government. However, thereality is different,the main objective of 

mass surveillance of the mafia of the cerebral internet is not the precrimen, are the private life of 

citizens. The real "persons of interest" are citizens chosen by the cerebral internet‘s mafias for their

illicitalen richment such as millionaires.  

The mafia of the cerebral internet looks for crimes but only for extortion. 

Cerebral internet is the more powerful weapon of extortion. 

Pre-crime is promoted in books and films that promote transhumanism.
(68)

, actually: The precrime 

is the Trojan horse of digital fascism. 

An example of this use is already happening in Peru,  recently, Peruvian government has initiated the 

―barrio seguro‖ campaign  (safe neighborhood)
(69)

, as part of the social responsibility campaign, the 

current President of Peru Martin Vizcarra has expressed:  

"We are sure that in 2021 we will have more than 120 safe neighborhoods"
(70) 

Recent research warns that campaigns of social responsibility such as ―Barrio seguro‖ are 

scams that really seeks to spy on poor communities with the cerebral internet
(40)

. The secret goal is 

to 
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violate the privacy of the citizens of these poor communities with cerebral internet, and then to 

justify the violation of privacy with the cerebral internet with crimes or prodelicitive thoughts that 

can be found with cerebral internet.Thus, under the crime prevention argument the Peruvian 

government plans to legalize the secret and massive implantation of the cerebral internet in poor 

communities and turn them into digital ghettos like seed of digital fascism. Recent research alert that 
this is the future of Latin American Valley such as Yachay

(71)

. 

Person of Interest also allows to know how the cerebral internet works and its possible use against 

the citizen, among them: 

The cerebral internet as a weapon of state terrorism 

The series recreates how the cerebral internet can be used as a weapon to destroy  person's life in a 

few days with the use of private information obtained with the cerebral internet There are two uses 

recreated in the serie: 

-―The biography‖ is recreated in the chapter―Nothing to hide‖, it is a ―documentary‖ based on  videos 
of the victim's private life obtained with the cerebral internet in order to destroy his honor. ( Fig 11) 

Actually,  

Fig 11: The Biography: A weapon to destroy the honor

-The secret uses of the cerebral internet- 

The mafias of the cerebral internet select audiovisual material obtained with cerebral internet for 

destroy the honor of the person, the mafias of journalist as call it "the biography" that is presented as 

"documentary".This use of cerebral internet  is  recreated in the serie, in a public ceremony 

celebrating 15 years of marriage,  a video of sexual relations of the husband with the lovers is 

disseminated as ―documentary‖. 

Source:  Person of Interest.  Season 3. Chapter 2 :Nothing to Hide 

“The biography” is the most powerful weapon of extortion of world press. 

- "Individualized terrorism" or "individualized fascism" is recreated in the seriein two chapters 
(60, 72)

 , 

it is a terrorist method similar to megabullyng, in this tactic the social life of a victim is 

systematically destroyed in few dayswith sensitive information obtained with cerebral internet. 

Strategic private information of victim with brain nanobot is given by mafias to all the people of the 

social environment of the victim such as friends, members of family, coworkers and mainly to foes, 

with the objective of destroying all his life, thus the objective is the destruction of labor relations and 

producing unemployment, seeking his imprisonment, his economic bank ruptcy, destruction of family 

relationships, dishonor  for life and seek that the victim commits suicide. In the TV serie, Khan, the 

victim, for the power of attack, himself comes to a conclusion that the attack was from an

superartificial intelligence,actually he wasvictim of mafia of cerebral internet. 

( Fig 12) 

Fig 12: Individualized Terrorism :
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   -Cerebral internet as weapon against the citizens- 

All  information about life of the victim obtained with cerebral internet is used by mafias to destroy 

the life of the victim . This is a recreation of uses of cerebral internet  by mafias of journalists in the 

reality 

Source:  Person of Interest.  4ta Season.Chapter 19.―Search and Destroy‖. 

It is Very likely that this terror is ttacticis being secretly use  businessmen in New dagainst

York or citizens opposed to the interests of US government mafias in the world. 

Person of interest also recreates punitive psychiatry,it is the deliberateaction of inventa psychiatric 

illness  to a citizen to discredit him before society. Harold Fynch ( he secretly works for US 

government) invents the diagnosis of schizophrenia a Ruth with the goal to hide the telepathy with 

the machine (a recreation of  communication with cerebral internet). In reality, punitive psychiatry

would be used to cover up the accusations of espionage with cerebral internet as is recreated in the 

serie  and thus illicitlyenrich to psychiatristsby concealing the crimes of the CIA. 

Cerebral  internet can be involuntarily confused with psychiatric illnesses but also intentionally 

corrupt psychiatrists can conceal the cerebral internet with psychiatric illnesses. Several diagnostic 

categories could be confused involuntarily with the cerebral internet given the scarce information 

about it but corrupt psychiatrics could intentionally hide cerebral internet under the camouflage of 

psychiatric diseases so the ―thought in hive‖ of the cerebral internet can be concealed by mafias of 

psychiatrists as auditory hallucinations of schizophrenia, the surveillance by mafias of the cerebral 

internet could be covered up with the diagnosis of delirium disorder, the permanent espionage with 

the cerebral internet by the syndrome of Show of Truman. 

In a global vision,gathering all their cliches , in short, the real message of the ―Person of interest‖ is: 

―The cerebral internet will be administered by supercomputers, compile all the information of our 

lives and select what is relevant as a threat to security. We should not worry about the leak of our 

private life or secret data to the mafias because only computers will see our sex life, no human being 

will see our sexual life, we must trust them as we trust in the privacy of our email. The life of citizens 

is not the priority of surveillance, only surveillance of  terrorists, however we will monitored by 

default by supercomputers.We must accept with confidence and tranquility cerebral internet as a new 

God. Snowden, the hero of privacy,that  revealed the massive surveillance by computers to us, will 

recommend us the best applications on our smartphone to control the cerebral internet. 

Person of interest must be seen knowning this socio-political context and desin formation campaign of 

the world press. Although Nolan has described the series as science fiction, in some interviews he 

recognize "conversations with special forces and federal intelligence officers and documents"
(33) 

and 

DARPA‘s projects as origen of script"
(73)

. The role assigned in secret by the US government to Nolan is 

similar to the role designated by the government to other Tv series producers such as Robert Kirkman 

that promotes mind control in The Walking Dead.  

This is a Hollywood mafia whose key piece is a mafia of prosecutors in the world. 

( Fig. 13) 

Fig 13: Mafias of prosecutors in Latin America:
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Key partners of production of Tv science ficiton Jhonatan Nolan (Left) Peru is the main place where 

there is illicit experimentation with brain nanobots for developing film and tv series of science 

fiction. Prosecutor of the Nation Pablo Sanchez Velarde (2015-2018) and Callao prosecutors (Right). 

None prosecutor in the world has denounced massive surveillance with cerebral internet.  

Source: Left (Getty images )Right (Ref 12) 

Conclusions: 

Person of Interest is an American science fiction television serie that recreates massive surveillance 

with cerebral internet of citizens with secret implantation of invasive neurotechnology. Actually, the 

movie seeks manufacture the consent to the use of the cerebral internet under the argument of 

security.The serie aims to recreate the secret reality of Newyork, a city spied on with the cerebral 

internet. It is very likely that there are many real "Person of interest" in the world, millionaires, 

prosecutors, beautiful women, among others, who are permanently monitored, not for their safety, 

but for the illicit enrichment of a mafia of prosecutors, policemen, and journalists.The world society 

shall know the crimes committed by this Hollywood‘s mafia that aims to become a great organized 

crime network in the world. 
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